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Review of Our 2018 Stretching Banner Frames
TS23 EXTRUSION - The most cost-effective
way to stretch banners
The TS23 extrusion is designed for stretching
medium, and large framed banners. It can be used for
both indoor and outdoor projects.
Price per foot: $3.85 including PVC insert.

TS23 - Offering both easy installation and
great results.
The TS23, our lightest extruded aluminum extrusion is
designed for many applications.
Such as Billboards, Retail, Decoration, Stadiums, Box
trucks and Trailers, etc.,

TS29SEG EXTRUSION - The most costeffective way to stretch textiles with sewn
Silicon ribbon.
The TS29SEG extrusion, is designed for small,
medium, and large indoor wall-mounted textile
banners.
Price per ft.: $2.80

TS29SEG - Great Results at affordable prices
Here a (11'W X 6'H) TS29SEG frame installed in a
customer reception area.

Interested by proposing stretched textiles frames to your
clients, but not keen on sewing silicon ribbons... Stay tuned
we are soon launching a new product just for you!
TS32 EXTRUSION The TS32 extrusion, is designed for medium, and large
framed banners, providing the same professional
drum-like tension.
Great for both indoor and outdoor banners, it can
accommodate different types of media: vinyl, mesh
vinyl, canvas, polyester, fabric, ...
The graphics can be stretched on the side of the
extrusion and wrapped around the stand-alone frame.

TS32 - So many applications
Here are eleven 10 ft x 24 ft frames displayed on a
Parking side. Perfectly realized and installed by AGS.

VISIT our PINTEREST Gallery
Review hundreds of photos illustrating many different applications
you can propose to your clients TODAY!

TS44 - YES You Can Think BIG!
The TS44 extrusion, our sturdiest extruded aluminum
bar is designed for medium, large and very large (>
5,000 Sq. ft) framed banners and signs. It offers up to
six channels to fix and stretch banners.

Very Large Banners... No
Problems!
Whatever the sizes, you can make big impressions with
our TS44 extrusion.
Here 99.75 feet high x 40 feet wide TS44 frame
installed outside a stadium.

Extrusions Product Family
We offer a complete solution for building custom indoor
and outdoor frames, that tightly stretch banners.
You will be able to fabricate custom signs of any sizes,
any shapes and even structures to answer your
customers' requests...

Get a Free Quote Today!

From the standard vinyl banner frames to large
rigid frames destined to be hung on walls or
ceiling our product family of cost- effective
extrusions will allow Sign Professionals to
respond to many of their customers' requests....'

All our extrusions (Aluminum and
PVC) are designed and made in the
US.

